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OBJECTIVES 
1. Analyse an essay question systematically and create an outline based on clear what / how / why. 
2. Learn to make effective use of lecture notes, sourcing for relevant concerns and then methods. 
3. Understand how the bildungsroman begins on disaffection and ends with contentment. !
QUESTION 
‘The main concern of the novel is Archer’s realisation of his place in society.’ How far do you agree with 
this comment? !
KEY CONCEPTS 
1. Archer’s realisation -  !
2. His place in society -  !!
ANALYSIS OF QUESTION  
1. Concern-trigger: we should break ‘Archer’s realisation of his place’ into smaller concerns first. 
2. Stand: bear in mind that balance is not imperative in a Literature essay. Here are a few approaches: 

(i) We can simply agree and show how the novel presents Archer’s realisation of his place in society. 
Most questions are not provocative and ask only for literary analysis and thematic response. 
(ii) If we wish to disagree, we must link Archer’s realisation to what we believe to be the main concern 
of the novel. We should not write an essay based solely on another concern. 

3. Concerns: Archer’s relationship with his society can be dissected into its various stages, from 
dissatisfaction to acceptance. See the next two pages for a list of possible ‘sub-concerns’. 

4. Methods: after identifying relevant concerns, we can pair each concern to 1-3 broad methods. We 
should avoid diving into evidence and close analysis too soon. There is the risk of narrating if your 
quotations are not organised under clear methods (e.g. prison motif) and effects. 

5. Essay structure: (i) the progression of ‘Archer’s realisation’ allows for a somewhat linear approach 
from Ch 1 to 34, start to end. (ii) If we disagree, we should discuss how the novel presents Archer’s 
realisation in one or two paragraphs and then link this to our adjudged ‘main concern’. !

OTHER ‘MAIN CONCERNS’ 
1. The plot as a personal quest for maturity, moving from visions to reality, illusion to recognition. 
2. The plot as a romantic dilemma in which Archer finally assents to the ‘safe anchorage’ of May. 
3. The novel as a social commentary that follows Archer’s realisation, from criticism to appreciation. 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OUR OVERVIEW OF OVERVIEWS !
Your notes Overview of concerns Overview of methods

Lecture 5 
Archer’s Dilemma 
1T01-1T02

1. The novel as bildungsroman: Archer faces tensions 
between instinct and tradition; innocence and 
maturity 

2. Social form and conventions: Archer’s marriage to 
May as a form of defence against erosion of social 
conventions; Archer’s passions are subjugated by 
adherence to “good” social form 

3. Freedom of the individual: the “inclusive and 
exclusive” tribal nature of society looms over 
Archer’s desire to “strike out for himself” 

4. Social class and wealth: the “comforts” and “security” 
of the class membership no longer seems to 
compensate the limits set on him.

1. Perspective: Archer’s point of view reveals his inner 
conflict between his passions and manners  

2. Perspective: The omniscient and ironic narrator’s 
undermines of Archer’s perceived sense of self 

3. Motif: a hieroglyphic society that silently articulates 
form and conformity through watching, seeing and 
observing; the “buried life” 

4. Symbol: Archer’s confused reception towards art 
precedes his eventual dilemma 

5. Symbol: Archer’s marriage to May as a symbolic 
imprisonment by old New York 

6. Characterisation: Ellen’s sensual nature and Archer’s 
reaction to her physical presence/appearance 

7. Characterisation: Archer’s indulgence in fiction and 
his imagination reveals the gap between his reality 
and his visions

Lecture 9 
The Newlyweds 
1T03-1T07

1. Social form: Old New York’s customs and routines 
emphasise the importance of appearance. 

2. Social code and conventions: Archer reflects on how 
he once thought his society’s trifles to be ‘fraught 
with worldwide significance’ and now sees them as a 
child-like ‘nursery’ 

3. Archer’s dilemma: he finds himself caught between 
the ‘advantages’ of ‘perfectly charming’ May and 
the ‘most plaintive and poignant of a line of ghosts’ 

4. Visions and realities: the pier scene is presented as a 
moment ‘close to him as the blood in his veins’

1. Perspective: Newland Archer’s point of view (his 
psyche, thoughts, feelings) 

2. Perspective: The cold, distant narrator commenting 
on Newland Archer and Old New York  

3. Setting: Vivid description of items and interiors 
4. Diction: Cumulation of anthropological metaphors 

(i) ‘ritual’, ‘tradition’, ’custom’ (ii) ‘primitive’, ancient 
5. Diction: Repetition of words on routine and 

predictability (e.g. ‘the same’) 
6. Motifs: Reality and the ‘buried life’ / ‘Pompeiian 

vestibule’, visions and dreams, ‘air’ and ‘blood’  
7. Motif: May Welland as Diana-like - the goddess of 

hunting and fertility / childbirth 
8. Motifs: air, blood, visions, death and reality 
9. Motifs: Theatre motif in portraying the wedding

Lecture 8 
Only Living Boy in 
New York 
1T08-23

1. The novel as bildungsroman: Archer’s quest for 
maturity ends only when he outgrows his visions 

2. Archer’s dilemma: his passion for Ellen is related to 
his fear of a ‘buried life’ with May 

3. Social code and conventions: the rigid Old New York 
engine both stifles and frightens Archer  

4. Visions and realities: Archer misreads both May and 
Ellen and fails to comprehend his world

1. Perspective: Archer’s visions are conveyed within his 
‘thoughts’ through free indirect discourse 

2. Perspective: narrative interjections are used to 
deflate Archer’s confabulations and fantasies 

3. Motif: allusions to literature and art reflect Archer’s 
predisposition towards the ‘unreal’ 

4. Motif: this imaginary universe is compared to ‘air’ 
and food to express Archer’s profound longing 

5. Motif: Old New York is conversely presented as 
suffocating via the death motif and mechanical via 
the image of ‘dolls cut of the same folded paper’ 

6. Diction: the verbs, ‘felt’, ‘pictured’, ‘imagined’ are 
key to Wharton’s presentation of these visions 

7. Characterisation: Ned Winsett and M. Rivière act as 
foils to show the failure of Bohemian life

Lecture 11 
Brave New Land 
1T27-34

1. Freedom of the Individual: “choices” of an individual 
(determinism vs free will); individual sacrifice for 
the sake of the ‘collective interest’ of society  

2. Social code and conventions: the dissolution of the 
tribal code of old New York in the wake of progress 
and modernity  

3. The novel as bildungsroman: Newland Archer’s 
immature resistance against cultural forces evolves 
into learning to accept the life he has “chosen”.  

1. Perspective: Narrator on Archer’s maturity; 
Archer’s own thoughts on the ‘dignity’ of ‘dull duty’ 

2. Perspective: Dallas’ perspective on Old New York 
3. Characterisation: Dallas’s ambitious nature and 

marriage fulfils the unconsummated love of Archer  
4. Motifs: Museum as a reflection of a historical novel; 

flowers; technological allusions mark progress of old 
New York in the early 1900s; visions and realities  

5. Structure: 26 years gap between Ch 33 and Ch 34  
6. Diction: Reflective, introspective tone (e.g. ‘regret’)
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OUR ESSAY PLAN !
Idea (What) Concern (Why) Method / Effect (How)

Ignorance towards social 
expectations and vanity 
(Ch 1-4) !

Sourced from Lecture 2 - Opera Night. 

Archer is introduced as a ‘young man’ who 
blindly abides by the traditions of his ‘little 
tribe’, and who will yet outgrow them. 

Sourced from Lecture 2 - Opera Night. 

The narrator is central to this portrayal, 
repeatedly reminding the reader of Archer’s 
youth (‘young man’) and conventional views.

Disenchantment with the 
manners and codes of his 
society (Ch 5-8) !
1T01-1T02

Source from Lecture 5 - Archer’s Dilemma. !!!!!!

Source from Lecture 5 - Archer’s Dilemma.

Recognition of his duty to 
May and family / uneasy 
resignation (Ch 19-21) !
1T03-1T07

Source from Lecture 9 - The Newlyweds. !!!!!!

Source from Lecture 9 - The Newlyweds.

Rejection of his place in 
society / a longing to 
escape (Ch 21-29) !
1T08-23

Source from Lecture 8 - Only Living Boy in NY. !!!!!!

Source from Lecture 8 - Only Living Boy in NY.

Cautioned by society and 
eventual detention 
(Ch 17-33)

Sourced from 2013 Lecture - Bohemian Rhapsody. 

Social conventions: Archer is reminded about 
family honour and the duty of the wife to be 
with her husband (and vice versa). 

Sourced from 2013 Lecture - Bohemian Rhapsody. 

Direct discourse: Medora Manson, Catherine 
Mingott and May offer their perspectives. 
Motif: the ‘family vault’ encloses Archer.

Contentment with his 
place in society 
(Ch 33-34) !
1T27-34

Source from Lecture 11 - Brave New Land. !!!!!!!

Source from Lecture 11 - Brave New Land. !!!!!!
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BUT ARE WE ALL LOST STARS 
Bred in a ‘stifling environment’ (xiv) of ‘suffocating repression’ (vii), Newland Archer enters the opera 
box in Ch 1 oblivious to the rules of his ‘tight little citadel’ (25). The reader traces his evolution from this 
state of ignorance to cynical awareness and finally back to mellow contentment. This journey towards self-
actualisation — the assumption of one’s rightful duty to society — in turn sets up the novel’s cutting 
analysis of Old New York’s deficiencies, as well as the protagonist’s recovery from youthful fantasy to 
reality. Arguably, the novel is most concerned with Archer’s realisation of his place in society because it 
leaves Wharton’s reader the more poignant lesson — to appreciate the security of a narrow social order, 
achieve honour from familial loyalty and so arrive at happiness, however limited. !

!
(What) While his eventual conformity can be regarded as a deliberate choice, the protagonist of the 
opening chapters blindly abides by the traditions of his ‘little tribe’. (How) The narrator frequently 
reminds the reader of Archer’s youth by referring to him as a ‘young man’ throughout, confirming his 
ignorance in the line, ‘he was content to hold his view without analysing it’ (6). In this same quotation, we 
observe a sense of equilibrium in Archer’s obedience to the laws of his world. He is described to be 
‘content to hold’ and to ‘accept their doctrine’ (7), which ‘seemed natural’ to him (4). (How) The narrator 
even draws a parallel between Archer and the de facto authority figure of New York, for ‘he felt as old 
Sillerton Jackson felt’ (10). (How) Like Jackson, he initially scorns Ellen’s appearance as an ‘awful’ 
‘offence against Taste’ (12) and ‘thanked heaven that he was a New Yorker’ (26). These allusions to his 
position within the tribe, as a ‘New Yorker’ who will ‘ally himself with one of his own kind’ (26) illustrate a 
ready adherence to his pre-written script. (Why) Read in the context of his youthfulness, Archer’s 
contentment with his duties however seems tentative, a result of unworldliness rather than genuine 
‘realisation’. Therefore, this essay contends that Archer must comprehend the codes of his society, 
venture beyond its walls and voluntarily return to his little tribe before we can conclude that ‘the 
realisation of his place’ is complete. !

!

#1 INTRODUCING THE INTRODUCTION 
Begin by setting the context—what Archer comes to realise—and then linking to relevant concerns in the text. Your thesis 
statement, placed at the end of the introduction, should express your stand and your personal response: why is ‘Archer’s 
realisation of his place’ presented as the main theme? What is the ‘message’?

#2 STRUCTURING YOUR PARAGRAPH 
Many a student, under exam stress, starts a paragraph on one idea and ends on another. We shall counter this with exam 
duress: (i) follow the WHY format (What-How-Why) religiously; (ii) devote at least 50% of your paragraph to ‘how’, citing 
at least 2 quotations and analysing their effects; (iii) stick to the idea in your topic sentence and elaborate at the end.

#3 AVOIDING THE TRAP OF NARRATION 
Even the best among us fall victim to narration, especially when too many ideas are on the table. Pause and focus on the 
‘how’. In the next paragraph, we will cite a lot of evidence from the narrator’s point of view and might narrate as well… if we 
forget to comment on effects (e.g. despair) and purpose (e.g. disenchantment with social norms). We will be using phrases 
such as ‘The use of…’, ‘references to…’, ‘the lexis of…’, ‘words associated with…’ to identify methods clearly.
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WOE IS ME / MISERY 
(What) His voyage to self-realisation then begins on a discontentment with expectations ‘forced upon 
him’ (38). After the ‘case of the Countess Olenska had stirred up old settled convictions’ (35), (How) 
the narrator tints Archer’s point of view with the lexis of negative emotion, moving from doubt to 
disappointment to even despair. Our indecisive protagonist experiences a ‘shiver of foreboding’ (36) as 
he evaluates his marriage in Ch 6, only to have ‘shivered a little’ and ‘his heart sank’ (67) later in Ch 10. 
This ‘shiver’ would recur in Ch 21 as it dawns upon Archer that ‘he was not going to like’ (170) the 
Newport archery meet and all the obligations attached to his new status as May Welland’s husband. 
(How) The use of rhetorical questions presents this increasing dread of ‘what would become of this 
narrow margin of life’ (103) and of May’s niceness as a ‘curtain dropped before an emptiness’ (173) 
(How) These troubled thoughts on his newfound role culminate in him being ‘filled with sudden 
exasperation at the elaborate futility of his life’ (102). The sense of disillusionment here is portrayed via 
word choice, with intensifiers like ‘filled with’, ‘sudden’ and ‘elaborate’ adding to the already dismal 
‘exasperation’ and ‘futility’. (Why) More importantly, this disaffection signifies a growing awareness of 
social exactions and machinations. The metaphor of an inverted telescope in Ch 9 epitomises this shift 
from blindness to realisation: now able to ‘look at his native city objectively’, he would come to find it 
‘disconcertingly small and distant’ (64).  !

!
THIS HOUSE / HARDER TO BREATHE 
(What) Whilst recognising his duty as a ‘son-in-law’ (177) in Book Two, Archer distances himself from it. 
He will desperately strive to escape his familial role, (How) his aggrieved, ‘coarse view’ laid down in the 
analogy of ‘a wild animal cunningly trapped’ (56) — the groom shown off to relatives and who is slave to 
custom. (How) The writer employs the emphatic setting of the Wellands’ house to dramatise this sense 
of entrapment. The enumeration of its ‘heavy carpets’, ‘watchful servants’, ‘perpetually reminding tick of 
disciplined clocks’ and ‘perpetually renewed stack of cards and invitations’ contributes to the 
oppressiveness of the house, and symbolically, ‘the life [Archer] was expected to lead in it’ (177). (How) 
From Archer’s perspective, these represent a ‘whole chain of tyrannical trifles binding one hour to the 
next’ (179). The prison motif above reflects the obvious lack of freedom in his social duties, but also hints 
at his resignation to being ‘chained’ and ‘bound’ by their very ‘density’. After all, these trifles are 
overpoweringly ‘tyrannical’, ‘inexorable’ (36) and ‘unescapable’ (170). (Why) More than just dissatisfied, 
he perceives his new life as ‘unreal and irrelevant’, whilst ‘thinking of Ellen Olenska driving home…’ (179). 
(How) In Archer’s confused mind, visions and realities become inverted; his means of escape lies only in 
his imagination. (Why) Thus caged in his ‘systematised and affluent existence’, Archer drifts slowly, yet 
dangerously (true to the narrator’s prediction in Ch 6, no less) away from his social perimeter. 

#4 STAYING RELEVANT TO THE QUESTION 
In the midst of plonking content or analysing evidence, it is easy to lose sight of the question. I nearly did! On reviewing 
the paragraph, I cut some close analysis (‘heavy’, ‘watchful’) and added more commentary in italics on Archer’s ‘new life’ 
and ‘duty’. I’m quite proud that I outlined his role in the social circle as a ‘social perimeter’. Here, have your pi and d it =P
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I CAN’T LIE / FAIRYTALES ARE FULL OF IT 
(What) Archer’s repudiation of his duties is intertwined with his naive pursuit of Ellen Olenska in the 
second half of the novel. This wretched longing can be seen in the attempts to deceive May in Ch 26 
and Ch 28 about the purpose of his trip to Washington. (How) The narrator first informs the reader that 
he went on ‘furnishing details with all Lawrence Lefferts’s practised glibness’. The words ‘furnishing’ and 
‘glibness’ carry a disapproving tone, as if the narrator were ridiculing the pathetic, childish extents to 
which Archer avoids his rightful place with May. (How) The subsequent portrayal of Archer’s thoughts on 
how ‘clever liars give details, but that the cleverest do not’ (232) confirms for us the wilfulness behind his 
lies. As we learn, he recognises that May is ‘trying to pretend that she had not detected’ his lie and even 
feels ‘hurt’ by her condoning it. (How) Yet, Archer ploughs deeper into his rabbit-hole (a la Alice) of a 
vision. He proclaims these romantic desires to Ellen in a most dramatic, fatuous manner: !

!
(Why) While the reader expects Archer to return to the reality of his society, he instead yearns for an 
imagined ‘world’ where only ‘love’ ‘will matter’. (How) The air of desperation in his use of ‘somehow’, 
‘simply’, ‘nothing else on earth’ reflects perhaps (Why) the greatest distance between our still young 
protagonist and ‘truth’, ‘reality’, ‘the life that belonged to him’ (115). !
WAKE UP CALL / MAKES ME WONDER 
(What) It takes the ‘relentless chorus’ (224) of Old New York to bring Archer back on firm ground, 
entrenched within his marriage. (How) Interestingly, Wharton employs the perspectives of Medora 
Manson, Catherine Mingott and May Welland to convey the importance of bowing to one’s social duty. 
As different as these three may seem, their lines echo one another: Medora acknowledges that ‘After 
all, marriage is marriage’ (132), Mrs Mingott remarks ‘After all, marriage is marriage…’ (247) and May 
rejoins, ‘after all [Ellen’s] duty is with her husband’ (226). Even though they are speaking about Ellen’s 
‘duty’ to her husband, the direct speech equivocates to a warning to Archer on the sanctity of his 
marriage. (How) The resigned tone in the repeated phrase ‘after all’ suggests that carrying out one’s 
social duty is a foregone conclusion, and that resistance is indeed futile. (Why) Marriage in the world of 
Old New York, after all, offers ‘peace, stability… and the steadying sense of an unescapable duty’ (170). 
Archer is ‘still’ a husband whose loyalties lie with May and the Archer-Mingott clan, who conspire to keep 
him ‘prisoner’ within the ‘family vault’ (277). Near the end of the novel, Archer is forced to fulfil his place 
in society, all possibility of escape wrenched from his grasp. !

#5 ANALYSIS AND CLOSE ANALYSIS 
Marking the JC2 Prelim responses, I encountered bizarre one-word quotes from random places, without context. The 
following two paragraphs lay out the ‘proper’ steps for analysis: (i) identify the method / perspective; (ii) quote a phrase, 
full line or several lines that show the method; (iii) closely analyse 1-3 words in the quotation for tone / effect. Pay close 
attention to the analysis of direct discourse and the tone of all three characters in the latter half of this page.

‘I want—I want somehow to get away with you into a world where words like that—categories like that—won't exist. 
Where we shall be simply two human beings who love each other, who are the whole of  life to each other; and 
nothing else on earth will matter.’ (Ch 29, 238)
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ALL MAPS LEAD TO NEW YORK / BACK AT YOUR DOOR 
(What) Consequently, Archer’s true realisation of his place arrives arguably only in the final chapter. 
(How) The twenty-six year gap between Ch 33 and 34 facilitates the change from forced acceptance to 
contentment. The reader encounters an older, more mature fifty-seven year old protagonist reflecting 
on how the ‘long years together [with May] had shown him that it did not so much matter if marriage 
was a dull duty, as long as it kept the dignity of a duty’. (How) The change in tone from disillusionment 
to enlightened ‘dignity’, ‘honour’ and ‘good in the old ways’ mirrors the change in Archer’s perspective 
towards his role. Likewise, a language of fulfilment characterises his eldest son Dallas as ‘the pride of his 
life’ (290) and Archer himself as a ‘good citizen’ whose ‘days were full’ and ‘were filled decently’ (286). 
(How) Despite lamenting that ‘his life had been too starved’ (295), Archer accepts that ‘we almost 
always took it for granted that we shouldn’t [get what we want]’ (291). (Why) Evidently, our protagonist is 
no longer the callow youth repulsed by ‘Sameness—sameness!’ of Ch 10 (69); an older Archer has 
learnt to let go and play the role of an honourable citizen, father and husband.  !
(What) Notwithstanding, the novel’s final scene presents Archer one last test, where ‘there was nothing 
now to keep [Ellen] and Archer apart’ (294). (How) Urged by Dallas to go up to her door and take back 
the ‘personal vision’ (292) he had given up, Archer anchors himself to the ‘last shadow of reality’, (Why) 
stays ‘rooted to his seat’ (298) and symbolically walks back to his place in society. Once lost but finally 
found, Newland Archer chooses to fulfil his destiny — one no different from ‘the destinies of his 
forefathers thousands of years ago’ (4). !
CONCLUSION / A IS FOR ACCEPTANCE 
Indeed, this realisation is one way this social novel criticises Old New York’s narrow strictures and grows 
to appreciate its ‘old ways’. Yet, Archer’s personal journey remains the far more compelling theme. We 
empathise with his struggle for individuality. We sympathise with his retreat into romantic visions. We 
shudder at his imprisonment within his social duties. The realisation of his place in society offers the 
reader the truest sense of resolution — in seizing what we still have and balancing what we have lost. The 
enlightenment that Archer achieves at the end of the novel comes not from knowledge of the world 
(‘realisation’) alone, but ultimately from acceptance of who he really is (‘self-realisation’). Celebrate and 
be glad; the lost son is alive again (Luke 15:32). END. !

!

#6 WHITHER NARRATIVE STRUCTURE? 
Narrative or dramatic structure always gets the biggest ‘HUH?’ from students. You can evaluate narrative structure by 
looking at the significance of a ‘division’ (e.g. Ch 19, Book Two, the ending), the changes taking place, or progression in the 
text (e.g. Archer’s fading visions). Sometimes you need only put your idea in context (e.g. ‘midway through Book Two…’, ‘in 
Ch 33’) or in Math-speak, refer to the ‘x-axis’: all texts have a beginning / middle / ending, a rise / climax / denouement.

MCALLISTER. Show me the heart unfettered by foolish dreams and I’ll show you a happy man. 
KEATING. But only in their dreams can men be truly free. It was always thus, and always thus will be. 

Dead Poets Society (1989). Dir. Peter Weir. 
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APPENDIX !
TIPS FOR THE JC1 PROMO EXAM ESSAY QUESTION 
1. Keep the scope of your essay manageable. The question we have set allows great room for 

interpretation, so we are cautioning against examining every single concern and character.  !
2. Depth of argument is more important than breadth in general. You can realistically write 3 to 5 

body paragraphs in an hour. Have a thesis, and choose only what will support your thesis. !
3. If you are given a character-trigger (e.g. the role and presentation of Ellen), be selective about the 

methods and concerns. For instance, if I want to argue that Ellen represents the New Woman who is 
independent and headstrong, I may not want to dwell on her appearance at the opera in Ch 1 at all. I 
would rather focus on her ‘mysterious authority of beauty’, ’sureness’ and her ‘conscious power’. 
That is to say, don’t always write what comes to mind or what appears first in the novel. If you only 
have to examine one or two relevant concerns (linked to the given character), so be it. !

4. If you are given a concern-trigger, do likewise and choose only the most relevant sub-concerns and 
methods. In the above essay, I deliberately ignored the presentation of ‘inexorable’ social 
conventions and the ‘manners’ of the tribe. For the JC2 Prelim Exam, many of your seniors wrote 
on and on about social form and Old New York as a hieroglyphic world… when the question was on 
how the social world is an ‘unforgiving machine where individual sentiment is ignored’. In this case, 
conformity (machine), exclusion (unforgiving) and oppressiveness (ignores individual sentiment) are 
far more relevant! If you have to examine only one character (linked to the given concern) or just 
two sub-concerns, let it be. !

5. Thus, do not ‘over-promise’ in your introductions. We often come across marvellously written 
introductions with unparalleled breadth of ideas and a sophisticated thesis… only for the rest of the 
essay to fall apart. The introduction should be a ‘map’ / outline that guides the rest of the essay: all 
your ideas, methods and ‘purpose’ should lead out from there.  !

6. We cannot say this enough. Panicking and regurgitating content simply does not cut it at ‘A’ Level. 
To pass, you must analyse relevant evidence and methods in support of your claims. This really is the 
‘staple’ of any Lit essay. The question we have set will allow you to borrow material from your lecture 
notes but do so sparingly and discriminately, like we have done in this lecture. !

7. As hard as it may be under time constraints, try to conclude with a flourish. Sometimes a two or 
three-sentence personal response will lift even the most mediocre response. !

8. You can explore a range of essay questions for The Age of Innocence in our 2014 Revision Package 
for our JC2 students in ‘JC2 Road to Glory’ on livreordie. The password is the same: literati14. These 
should give you a sense of what is to come (and what is not to come). Carve thy destiny. 
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